
The Government is planning to changeHousing Benefit so that people get
less money to pay for their rent.
The changes include:

▼ making people get a shared house instead of their
own place,

▼ setting Local Housing Allowance at a lower amount,

▼ making social housing rents more expensive,

▼ paying less to people who have an extra bedroom,

▼ setting a l imit on the total benefit a person can get

▼ changing how much disabled people can claim for
mortgage payments.

What words and phrases mean
Mortgage: A loan that helps a person buy their own house.

There are lots of problems with the changes.
There are not enough shared houses for everyone
who needs to move.
There are not enough accessible and adapted

homes for disabled people to move to.

Disabled people will only be able to afford to rent the
cheapest homes in the cheapest areas.
This means some disabled people will have to move,
which can be very difficult, and they will find it
difficult to find an accessible home.

7 out of 8 people who get Housing Benefit are in
low paid jobs, so DPAC thinks a better solution is to
introduce a living wage instead of making more
people homeless.

What are the changes toHousing Benefit?
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There are lots of problems with the changes.
There are not enough shared houses for everyone
who needs to move.
There are not enough accessible and adapted

homes for disabled people to move to.

Disabled people will only be able to afford to rent the
cheapest homes in the cheapest areas.
This means some disabled people will have to move,
which can be very difficult, and they will find it
difficult to find an accessible home.

7 out of 8 people who get Housing Benefit are in
low paid jobs, so DPAC thinks a better solution is to
introduce a living wage instead of making more
people homeless.

What words and phrases mean
Living Wage: A living wage means paying people so that they
have enough money to live on.
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